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SYNTHÈSE :

II est admis que la règle de Miner bien que couramment appliquée, n'est pas
toujours valable pour le calcul du cumul de dommage lors de chargements cycliques.
Ici on propose une règle de cumul de dommage qui s'appuie, comme la règle de Miner,
sur un dommage linéaire et un cumul linéaire mais tient compte de l'histoire du
chargement à travers la courbe d'écrouissage cyclique. Avec cette nouvelle règle et
pour les matériaux avec une courbe d'écrouissage cyclique unique on retrouve la règle
de Miner. Dans le cas des autres matériaux comme un acier 316, on trouve une règle
modifiée, qui rend compte de l'effet de séquence et qui montre une différence
importante entre les essais à contraintes imposées et les essais à déformations imposées
(un chargement thermique en particulier). Pour définir cette règle dans le cas des
chargements non radiaux, en rapport avec les propriétés microscopiques, une nouvelle
notion est introduite : on définit un état stabilisé non radial équivalent cycliquement à
un état stabilisé uniaxial. Le modèle tient compte, de plus, de l'effet de surcharge dans
le cumul de dommage.

On étend ensuite le modèle au cas de la déformation progressive dans le cas
uniaxial en tenant compte de la conirainte moyenne et des cycles transitoires.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY :

We propose a damage cumulation rule and an upper bound of cumulated
damage before propagation using : linear damage function, linear cumulation in
proportional or non proportional loading in presence of overloading or ratchetting. We
take into account effect of prehardening on cyclic stress strain curve (C.S.S.C.), and
define a non proportional state cyclically equivalent to an uniaxial one. We show an
important difference between a load controlled and a strain controlled experiment for
difficult cross-slip materials as 316 stainless steel described by a non stable C.S.S.C.
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A MODIFIED MINER RULE TO PREDICT
CRACK INITIATION

S. TAHERI
Département de Mécanique et Modèles Numériques
Etudes et Recherches , Electricité de France
1 Avenue, du Général de Gaulle, 92141 Clamart Cedex, FRANCE

1 INTRODUCTION

For small cyclic loading amplitudes the initiation phase constitutes the
essential of lifetime, but in high amplitude cycling the abscence of
initiation may also be considered as a condition of integrity of structures.
In [1] we proposed a damage cumulation rule for prediction of crack
initiation in the case of proportional and non proportional loading in
presence of overloading. This was for symmetrical loadings with
negligible amount of transient cycles. In this paper an extension in
uniaxial case is given for the case of non symmetrical loadings where the
transient cycles are not negligible.

Miner rule is usually used for damage cumulation in fatigue. It does not
produce the séquentiel effect ( a high low cycling damages differently
from a low high cycling). So in order to get a séquentiel effect non linear
damage functions and a non linear damage cumulation have been used.
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This seems complicated [2] and varyng with each particular case. So
practically the Miner law is usually used in design of fatigue. Nucleation
may be treated separately from the propagation in fatigue by the use of a
double linear summation [3]. In this case in uniaxial situation and for a
sequence of constant amplitude loading, the cumulated damage is given
by:

D=Si (ni/Nj)

N} is so the number of cycles to initiation at amplitude Aei (resp. AaO
obtained on Manson Coffin (resp. Wohler) curve and ni is the number of
cycles at this amplitude. Here D = I corresponds to initiation

We showed [1] first that in uniaxial case, for difficult cross slip materials,
as 316 stainless steel, characterized by the dependence of cyclic stress
strain curve(C.S.S.C) on prehardening, even with a linear damage
function and a linear damage cumulation a séquentiel effect may be got
The method had then be extended to the case of non proportional loading
through the definition of a non proportional state cyclically equivalent to
a uniaxial one, and to overloading. Here the method will be extended to
the case of cyclic creep (plastic shakedown or elastic shakedown).

2 EXPERIMENTAL DATAS

The model presented here makes a coherent interpretation of the
following experimental results: a. in a strain controlled test, high-low
cycling is more damaging than low-high cycling [2], b. in a load
controlled test great periodic overloading retards the propagation while
small period one accelerates it [4], c. for easy cross slip materials as pure
Al or Cu (high stacking fault energy), or mild steel (body centred) when
compared to a difficult cross-slip material [5,6,7,8] as a 316 stainless
steel, the (C.S.S.C) may be considered as independent on prehardening,
and in proportional and non proportional loading the C.S.S.C in one hand
and the cell structures in another may be considered as identical.

Our analysis is essentially based on the dependence of the cyclic stress
strain curve on monotonie or cyclic prehardening. For easy cross-slip
materials C.S.S.C is practically independent of the load history (for
copper when Ae > 0.002 [9]), while for a 316 stainless steel it depends on
monotonie or cyclic prehardening. Figure 1 [10] shows the result of an
experiment on a 316 stainless steel at room temperature. The curve A
shows a C.S.S.C obtained by an increasing incremental test on a single



sample (pushpull test). The curve B is obtained by a decreasing pushpull
test from point M, and the curve C by an increasing one obtained from
point N. C and B are practically the same.
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Fig 1 Dependence of cyclic strain stress curve on cyclic
prehardening TAHERI [10].

This experiment shows that the memory of a small amplitude cycling is
cleared by a greater one, and mat the memory of a great amplitude is
perfectly conserved for smaller ones. Some experiments show [11,12]
that the effect of preharding on cyclic stress strain curve disappears for
small amplitude loading, however the cyclic curve after prehardening is
never lower man the initial one for a hardenable material as 316 stainless
steel.

3 DAMAGE CUMULATION

3.1 A UMAXIAL MODEL OF DAMAGE CUMULATION.

We consider a sequence of constant amplitude loading, L (low) and H
(high) (figure 2), where for each amplitude we suppose mat the number
of cycles nL or nH are sufficiently greater than the number of cycles
needed to get stabilization at each amplitude.

In a strain controlled test, we apply the load L, and then H each as
far as stabilization figure 2(a,b). On figure 1, stabilization corresponds to
points 1 and 2. The cumulated damage using linear damage and linear



cumulation is:
D8U-H) = nL/Nf (AeL)+ nH/Nf (AeH)

This linear cumulation seems here logical because the memory of loading
L is cleared at loading H. Now we apply first H and then L. The points of
stabilization on figure 1 are 2 and I1, the stable structure is obtained by
H. We take as cumulated damage :

E^(H-L) = nL / (N f (AE1) + nH/Nf(AeH)

where Nf (AE1) is the number of cycles to initiation for the amplitude
AeL but with cyclic prehardening as far as stabilization at point 2. This
comes from the fact that at each loading the number of cycle at transient
case is mush smaller than at stabilized state. We compare now points 1
and 1', strain amplitudes are identical while the stress amplitude is
greater in 1' than in 1 so obviously:

1^(H-L) > 1^(L-H)

This result is usually accepted in literature [2]: in a fatigue experiments a
high low cycling is more damaging than a low-high cycling. But these
experiments are generally the strain controlled tests, we will see that for
a load controlled test we obtain an opposite result.

H
A K IA "A L

/v rAN\
Fig 2a Fig 2b

In a stress controlled test, as before the sequence L-H gives the
points 1 and 2, figure 1, while the sequence H-L gives the points 2 and
1". The damages are respectively:

= nL/Nf (AaL)+nH/Nf (AaH)
and

(AaH)

Nf (AO1) has an analogous definition as Nf (A£L) • If we compare 1 and
1", the stress amplitudes are the same where the strain amplitude is
greater in 1 man in 1". So we have obviously:



3.2 A NON PROPORTIONAL CYCLIC MODEL OF DAMAGE
CUMULATION.

Comparative microstructural analysis between easy cross-slip materials as
Al1Cu [6], mild steel [5,7] with nearly stable C.S.S.C and difficult cross-
slip materials as 316 stainless steel [5] with non stable C.S.S.C, permitted
to conclude that [13]:

easy cross slip <=>
uniaxial C.S.S.C independent ofprehardening <=»
cell size stabilized (at minimal size) <=>
{(non proportional CS.S.C <=> uniaxial C.S.S.C)}

A 316 stainless steel in the situation of curve B, figure 1. may be
considered as having a stable C.S.S.C [13]. This brought us to the
definition of a non proportional stabilized state as cyclically
equivalent to an uniaxial stabilized state when the mean size of
cell structure are identical in both cases, figure 3.

Ac/2
H B B ^p H

cell size

Ae/2

Fig 3 Non proportional stabilized state cyclically
equivalent to the uniaxial one.

(AEeq/2,Aceq/2) <=> ,ACT1 ]/2) + prehardening at M up
to stabilization
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Practically this means that for a 316 stainless steel a non proportional
stabilized state defined by (Aeeq, Aceq), point N figure 3, is equivalent to a
uniaxial stabilized state defined by Ae11 = Aeeq and AG11 = Aoeq with a
cyclic prehardening up to stabilization at the point M. It is obvious that
with such a definition for die case of a stable C.S.S.C, the cyclically
equivalent state is the same as the equivalent state defined usually by the
Mises or Tresca formulas.

When C.S.S.C is independent of load history, we suppose that the damage
created at each cycle at stabilized state are identical in uniaxial and in non
proportional cases (we neglect the anisotropic aspects [13]). In fact for
these metals, fatigue curves are not very different in uniaxial and non
proportional experiments in comparison with 316 stainless steel [5,6,7,8].
For a 316 stainless steel for which fatigue curves are very different in
uniaxial and non proportional loading the analysis of §3 suggests us the
following hypothesis: The damage created in non proportional
loading for each cycle at stabilized state (Ae eq,Ao eq) is
identical to the one obtained at each cycle of a cyclically
equivalent uniaxial stabilized state. Through this, we give a method
of damage cumulation calculus analogous to the uniaxial one, which is
described by the following example.

We choose a sequence of cyclic loading at constant amplitude. The
stabilized states are denoted successively by (Ae1^, Ac1^), (Ae2eq, Ac2

eq)>
(Ae3eq, Aa3eq). For each state the number of cycles are ni, n2, n3. We plot
above points on an uniaxial C.S.S.C diagram, figure 4. These points are
on the curves Bi, B2, B3, so the damage is:

D = nj N § + H2/ N§ + n3/ N*|

where N^ is the number of cycles to initiation in an uniaxial case for
the amplitude Ae11 = Aeeq (resp. Aa11 = Aaeq) in a strain controlled (resp
in a stress controlled test ), prehardened up to stabilization at mi. If the
curves Bi, B2, B3 are not in the relative positions shown in the figure 6,
some of them may be considered as superposed [14]. Through this
analysis, as explained in §3, we find that:

a) in a stress controlled test a non proportional loading is less
damaging than the uniaxial equivalent one (in Mises or Tresca
sense).
b) in a strain controlled test a non proportional loading is
more damaging than uniaxial equivalent one (in Mises or
Tresca sense).
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Fatigue experiments comparing non proportional and uniaxial fatigue
curve in the case of a 316 stainless steel show [5] that in strain controlled
test, as has been usually noted, lifetime is smaller in non proportional
loading than in uniaxial one for the same equivalent strain in Mises or
Tresca sense. There is not such an experiment in a load controlled test.
However if in the previous strain controlled test the stress amplitude is
plotted against the number of cycles we find the figure 5, where points
representing the fatigue life in the non proportional loading are placed
upper than uniaxial one [5]. For a mild steel they are nearly the same in
comparison with 316 stainless steel [5]. The previous result may be
explained by our analysis. In fact for a hardenable metal the point of
stabilization at non proportion! loading is upper than uniaxial C.S.S.C
without prehardening figure 4.

700
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O Torsion

• Traction

*• Traction-Torsion 4>=90

316 stainless steel N cycle

Fig 5 Strain controlled test: stress amplitude versus N
fatigue lifes under uniaxial et non proportional loading for the

same Mises equivalent amplitudes, DOQUET [5]



3.3 ANALYSIS OF DAMAGE CUMULATION TAKING INTO
ACCOUNT OVERLOADS.

Some uniaxial traction-compression tests show an increase in life after an
overload in traction. This has been explained by the presence of a
compression residual state of stress [2]. Here we give an explanation
based on initiation mechanism. We suppose that the cell size is
predetermined by the maximal absolute value of the stress supported in
the load history [13]. This permits us to state that after an overloading,
figure 6a, at omax or emax, C.S.S.C will be placed, between the C.S.S.C
without any prehardening and the C.S.S.C obtained after cyclic
prehardening up to stabilization for Aa = 2 amax (load controlled test) or
Ae = 2 emax (strain controlled test), figure 6b. We may evaluate the effect
of a single overload through the figure 6b. This figure shows that in
load a controlled test:

damage at A" < damage at P " < damage at A < damage at B

and in a strain controlled test:

damage at A < damage at P* < damage at A' < damage at B

This means that in a load controlled test, the initiation is retaided by
overloading, while in a strain controlled it is accelerated. It is so obvious
that when C.S.S.C is independent of the history, an overload has no effect
on damage cumulation. In the case of a stress controlled test for a
periodic overload, the above inequalities show that [13] when the
period is large (great number of normal cycles between two overloads),
the life time increases, while for a small period it decreases. This result is
in agreement with some results on crack propagation [4], even if here we
talk about initiation, a crack propagation may be considered as a set of
initiations at the tip of the crack.

Aa/2
A"

A1

without *
prehardeninj

3fter overloading
at

o r Cm«E = A e t a i 2 Ae/2

Fig 6b Fig 6a
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4 UPPER BOUNDS OF CUMULATED DAMAGE

When C.S.S.C is independent of load history as for pure aluminium,
through the analysis made here there is not any séquentiel effect and so
there is no difference between strain controlled and load controlled test
for damage cumulation before propagation in proportional or non
proportional loading. However this was not the case when C.S.S.C is
dependent on load history as for a 316 stainless steel. In this second case
bounds for cumulated damage may be proposed.

4.1 SYMMETRICAL LOAD CONTROLLED TEST

In uniaxial case (§3.1) we remarked that the damage at each cycle for
a cyclically prehardened material is less than for the virgin material, we
remarked also that a non proportional loading is less damaging than
the uniaxial equivalent one and by the same analysis a non proportional
prehardening has the same effect as a proportional prehardening. We also
remarked that an overloading (great period overloading) has a benefic
result on damage.

So for crack initiation in a load controlled test, for a sequence of
proportional or non proportional constant amplitude loading in presence
of an overloading (or great period overloading) if we use the uniaxial
Wôhler initiation curve without prehardening we get an upper bound
for cumulated damage i.e. a conservative result.

4.2 SYMMETRICAL STRAIN CONTROLLED TEST

An analogous analysis [13] permits to deduce that the use of uniaxial
Manson-Coffin initiation curve without prehardening in the case of
uniaxial cyclic loading after prehardening or for the non proportional
loading gives a non conservative response.

To get a conservative response in the above situations we need to use
a Manson-Coffin curve obtained after prehardening up to stabilization at
some maximal strain amplitude, to fix the idea Ae about 5% for nuclear
components.
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5 EXTENSION TO CYCLIC CREEP

5.1 ANALYSIS OF DAMAGE CUMULATION

To give a valid method of damage cumulation in any uniaxial cyclic
loading case we need to take into account, the asymmetry of the loading
through the mean stress and mean strain of the stabilized state, and also
the transient cycles. Following [15,16] we consider that mean strain has
an effect by the intermediate of mean stress and mat its proper influence
may be negligible for deformations smaller than 10% ,which is the case
of nuclear components.

The presence of mean stress for the rame amount of stress amplitude
decreases usually the lifetime by facilitating the propagation because of
more frequent opening of the crack. But we are not in possession of any
experience showing the influence of mean stress on crack initiation of a
hardenable material. We noted previously [13] the influence of maximal
stress on metal structure and its influence on C.S.S.C.

Figure 7 shows schematically a plastic shakedown in a load controlled test
for a hardenable material as 316 stainless steel. O u r essential
hypothesis is that for a hardenable material damaging is more
important at each transient cycle than in each stabilized cycle.
Li fact comparing the two cycles (for example Ae3 and Asst) the stress
amplitudes are the same while the strain amplitude is greater in transient
cycles. This analysis may be justified by the following experimental
results(A,B) in symmetrical loading which show the effect of transient
cycles [17].

For experiment A one may plot first the fatigue curve in alternated strain
controlled test, figure 9a. For each amplitude of strain, one looks for the
correspondent stress amplitude on the cyclic strain stress curve (without
prehardening). We men do the load controlled fatigue test with this stress
amplitude. We get then a second curve, this second curve may be under
the first one for example for Cu-Zn, figure 9a, or supperposed to the
first one for a 12060 steel [17]. For experiment B we may plot first the
fatigue curve in alternated stress controlled test. For each amplitude of
stress, we look for the correspondent strain amplitude on the cyclic strain
stress curve (without prehardening). We then do the strain controlled
fatigue test with this strain amplitude. We get then a second curve. This
second curve may be upper than the first one for example for pure Al,
figure 9b, or superposed to the first one for example for a 12060 steel
[17]. The cyclic strain stress curve for Al is nearly independent of
prehardening so the above results cannot be explained by the dependence
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of cyclic strain stress curves on prehardening. We may explain these
results in the following way:

Ae,

I AEstl

Fig 8 Fig 7

Figure 8 shows a strain controlled test with strain amplitude Ae for a 316
stainless steel. This is a hardenable material the amplitude of local
residual stress increases with the number of cycles. In fact to produce the
same amplitude of strain we need a greater amplitude of stress during
transient cycles. We designate by Aotr (resp. Aast) the amplitude of the
stress for a transient state (resp. stabilized suite). So each transient cycle is
less damaging man each stabilized state because they have the same strain
amplitude but Aa1x < Aast.

AE

CU-Zn

Ae

Aa

*

+

experiment + Transformed + experiment * Transformed

Fig 9a Fig 9b
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A mean stress amplitude ((Ao)1n) associated with this given strain
amplitude Ae which under the assumption of linear damage and linear
cumulation will give the same number of cycle to rupture as the
experience of the figure 8, is obviously smaller than Aost - This may be
the explanation of the experiment A. An analogous analysis in stress
controlled test for a hardenable material figure 7 may explain the
experience B.

The above analysis has a meaning if the weight of transient cycles is
important enough compared to stabilized cycles. This may exist in two
cases as has been remarked in [3]. First when the number of transient
cycles is important, mis is the case of the Cu-Zn., and secondly when the
hardening is very important at each transient cycles even if the number of
transient cycles are not very important, this is the case of Al. For a 316
stainless steel transient cycles seem to be negligible at symmetrical
loading. In fact Cu-Zn and Al show two extreme cases [3].

For non zero mean stress the importance of transient cycles increases
very quickly (for a given constant amplitude) with increasing mean stress
until getting ratchetting.

5.2 UPPER BOUND FOR CUMULATED DAMAGE IN THE
CASE OF CYCLIC CREEP

For a given Aa^ and a m in presence of cyclic creep, the damage is:

D = ^cycles ( di)

dj designates the damage at the cycle number nj. As we saw in §5.1 for
i>2 dj is bounded above by d2, where d2 is the damage associated with
AÊ2 on a Manson-Coffin initiation curve without prehardening, point A
on the figure 10. But we have also to take into account that the structure
is formed at the maximal stress <ymax = (Aod + cm)/2. So we replace A by
A' on the figure 10. If we want to use a Wohler curve without
prehardening we may replace A1 by A" and so:

D < n/ N1 (ACTC)
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after stabilisation
a t A ° B = 2CT

max
B

Fig 10

This gives a rule for the prevision of damage cumulation in
the case of cyclic creep for a given Aa et o m . This damage is
bounded above by the damage got at symmetrical stress
controlled fatigue test for the amplitude Ao c on a Wohler
initiation curve.

The above rule may be very conservative especially near to elastic
shakedown. The margin of conservatism may be reduced by taking
AE3 instead of AE2 ( AE3 < AE2 ), figure 7 , and so on as far as it will give
us an important increase in cycle number to initiation. It has to be
remarked however that the constitutive laws usually give the better
responses on the first cycles because their parameters have been
calculated on mis first cycles and so in calculating A&2 by a constitutive
law we may probably make less error than in calculating Ae3.

6 CONCLUSION

A damage cumulation model is proposed which uses a linear damage
function and a linear cumulation. When the cyclic strain stress curve is
stable, the rule is identical to Miner rule. When this curve is not stable
different properties are obtained in load controlled and in strain
controlled case. In a load controlled test, the use of Wôhler curve gives
usually a conservative response, while in the second case which contains
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thermal loadings the use of Manson-Coffin curve gives a non conservative
response. To get a conservative response in the second case we need as
data an uniaxial cyclic stress strain curve with prehardening at some
maximal strain amplitude, which we believe has to be added to the basic
data on materials.
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